
TRIP REPORT – RUSSIA AND BELARUS (06 – 22 MAY 2014) 

 

What a special blessing to have a second opportunity for carrying out military ministry in Russia and Belarus—

areas that had been closed to me for more than eight years!  God has richly blessed this trip of just over two 

weeks, that included a weekend in Vladivostok (fifteen time zones in front of East Coast USA), a week in 

Moscow to visit and encourage friends, culminating in a three-day visit to Belarus with Grozdan Stoevski from 

MMI to encourage their MCF leadership, obtained a better understanding of their MCF ministry initiatives, and 

visited several fascinating sites.  Here are several highlights: 

 

*After an overnight flight to Moscow from Washington, I was met by Ludmilla B. and Andrei S. and driven to 

the Russian MCF “Faith and Courage” building “Dom Cornelius” near the town of Bronnitza, some 30 miles 

south of the Moscow ring road. 

 

*Seminar in Vladivostok (10-11 May) - Together with 

Andrei S. and Andrei N., we flew to Vladivostok for a 

weekend seminar on the subject of ministry to the military.  

We were hosted by the director of the Russian Bible Society 

in Vladivostok (Leonid Shilov), and carried out a one-day 

seminar in the Russian Bible Society building.  Andrei S. 

and Andrei N. were able to share ministry highlights of the 

Russian MCF “Faith and Courage.” We discussed how best 

to organize a military Christian group that would work well 

with local church leaders, while maintaining good relations 

with the Orthodox Church and government authorities.  I 

gave my testimony and provided an ACCTS ministry 

update.  As Director of the Russian Bible Society in Vladivostok for more than 15 years, Leonid has many 

military, government and church leader contacts in a port city with many military academies—excellent 

opportunities for sharing Jesus with military cadets and junior officers.   

 

*Meetings in Moscow:  Upon return to Moscow, I 

spent a second night at the MCF office—an 

opportunity to spend time with Andrei S. and his 

family, and to see construction progress since my last 

visit.  (Photo from left:  Ludmilla, Andrei S., 

Vyachaslav Shelest (retired military officer), and 

Andrei N.)  Ludmilla made arrangements for three 

nights at the Ismailovo Hotel, so I could be in 

downtown Moscow to reduce the impact of travel.  
Moscow highlights: 

 *Visited Oleg and Olga Askalyonok.  At the 

invitation of church leaders throughout Russia and 

Ukraine, Oleg conducts 2- and 3-day seminars on 

financial stewardship from a spiritual perspective, as 

well as separate seminars on biblical guidelines and responsibilities for men and women. 

 *Meeting with Vyachaslav Shelest, on how to best use his contacts and experience to more effectively 

integrate his ministry initiatives into that of the Russian MCF. 

 



*Visited Father Konstantin Tatarintsev at his church.  (Our 

relationship extends back to our first meeting eighteen 

years ago at the AMCF European conference in July 1996 

in Gosau, Austria.—my first conference with ACCTS.)  

Father Konstantin described his work in training chaplains 

for working with the military.  I was able to provide him 

several PowerPoint presentations that highlighted some 

practical applications from a U.S. perspective that could 

help in their chaplaincy training.  (Father Konstantin now 

coordinates all training for all 139 military chaplains that 

have been chosen from his church.)  Also had an 

opportunity to meet his younger daughter Anastasia 

(Nastya) (photo, center), who is studying English and 

seeking opportunities for language practice in English-

speaking countries. 

 

*Spent two nights with Renat and Svetlana S. in 

the city of Chekhov (30 miles south of Moscow).  Andrei 

S. and his wife Lena drove me to their apartment.  This 

was a most enjoyable, restful and educational visit.  

Renat described some of the challenges of split 

allegiances—not only with his work, but also 

communication challenges with their parents living in 

Eastern Ukraine.  During their Sunday morning worship 

service, I was able to share my spiritual journey, and 

bring a message on the diversity of spiritual gifts and 

members of the body of Christ, using 1 Corinthians 12 as 

my biblical text. Photo shows Andrei S. and his wife 

Lena [right], Renat and Svetlana [center], and their two 

sons, Ruslan [back row, left] and Ravil [front left]. 

 

*Trip to Minsk, Belarus (19-22 May) – I linked up with MMI European Team Leader Grozdan Stoevski for 

getting a first-hand look at ministry initiatives and directions for the Belarussian MCF “Faith and Honor.”  This 

was my first trip back to Belarus in nine years.  Before Grozdan arrived, I visited the English class of Igor 

Lazarev, and met Rick Olson, who is a missionary serving in Belarus.  During our two-day visit together, 

Grozdan and I were able to visit two monasteries and a well preserved historical and cultural museum in 

Niasvizh (located 70 miles southwest of Minsk), made 

presentations to the faculty and cadet corps at a cadet 

academy; enjoyed a luncheon with two evangelical 

Baptist pastors (photo, from left:  Viktor, Dick, Grozdan, 

Sasha L. and Sergei), met with members of the 

Belarussian MCF “Faith and Honor,” and enjoyed the 

hospitality of Sergei and Tatiana Kraule in their spacious 

apartment. 

 

On Thursday, 22 May, after a very short night of sleep, 

Sergei brought me to Minsk airport in plenty of time for 

my flights back to the USA. 

 

 

 

 



 

Special blessings of the trip: 

*Ludmilla B.’s excellent hotel arrangements for me while 

in Moscow greatly cut travel time for my Moscow 

meetings.  She obtained a train ticket for me to travel 

from Moscow to Minsk.  Ludmilla also laid the 

groundwork for a luncheon meeting with Father 

Konstantin at his church, as well as a meeting with 

Vyachaslav Shelest (photo, left).  That meeting provided 

me an incentive to develop a vision paper on perspectives 

for the Russian MCF, which I was able to translate into 

Russian and present to Andrei S. for future consideration. 

 

*The short trip to Vladivostok with Andrei S. and Andrei 

N. was a great encouragement to Leonid Shilov (Bible 

League director whom I have known for more than 15 

years), who now has clarity of purpose for bringing 

camouflage New Testaments and ministry packets to cadets in the various military academies in Vladivostok—

one of four Russian cities with a large concentration of military members. 

 

*Meeting with Father Konstantin was an opportunity to renew old friendships, to share insights on practical 

aspects of military chaplaincy, as well as to provide an opportunity for his second daughter Anastasia (19 years 

old) to visit the USA for 10 days in late July/early August. 

 

*In Belarus, I had a unique opportunity to partner with Grozdan Stoevski, spending three days in Minsk with 

Belarussian MCF leader Sergei Kraule and his wife Tatiana. During the two full days we were all together, one 

day was dedicated to travel and touring (to gain a better perspective of the rich diversity, culture, and history of 

this country), and one day was dedicated to ministry (visit to cadet academy for ACCTS/MMI presentation, 

luncheon meeting with Baptist bishop and local minister, and meeting with members of their MCF). As a result 

of this visit, Grozdan and I were able to provide a first-hand account on the mission and activities of their MCF, 

to explore ways of integrating Orthodox terminology into the AMCF Manual as another step in complying with 

the AMCF theme verse of Galatians 3:28—“all one in Christ Jesus.”   

 

Prayer requests: 

 

*that the military ministry work in Vladivostok might bear fruit; that the Lord would use Leonid S. in a mighty 

way to use his contacts and explore ways of getting camouflage New Testaments and Christian literature into 

the hands of cadets and junior officers in the Russian Far East. 

 

*Pray for Andrei S, Andrei N, and their families.  Pray that the MCF leadership might develop a clear vision for 

ministry to the military and police forces of Russia; that this vision might be conveyed to their membership with 

the understanding that all have different talents and abilities that can be brought to bear in this ministry. 

 

*Pray for Ludmilla B. as she serves as a bridge between the Russian MCF “Faith and Courage” and the 

Orthodox Church.  Pray for her efforts to expand the Russian women’s ministry to include regular combined 

meetings, periodic neighborhood meetings, as well as planning for a women’s conference for March 2015 (in 

conjunction with national Women’s Day). 

 

*for the Lord’s provision for materials to complete construction of “Dom Cornelius” in Bronnitza; that second 

floor rooms might soon be completed, as well as the first floor multi-purpose hall for regular prayer meetings, 

worship services, and MCF gatherings. 

 



*that more evangelical pastors might view military service as a ministry priority for their churches, would 

include military ministry as a prayer item, and would encourage their young people to do military service as a 

personal ministry outreach, rather than perform alternative service with the view that the military is something 

to be avoided. 

 

*For Father Konstantin, his family, and the recently organized military chaplaincy program for Russia, now 

officially sanctioned by the Ministry of Defense.  Pray for opportunities to build bridges of friendship and 

understanding with the Orthodox Church.  Pray for opportunities to share chaplaincy experience through 

literature, PowerPoint presentations, conference reports, as well as through exchange visits and the sharing of 

personal experiences. 

 

*That the Lord would make clear which delegates from Russia might attend AMCF Global Interaction in Cape 

Town, South Africa (29 November – 6 December 2014), and would identify scholarship sources to help with 

travel and conference expenses. 

 

*Belarus – For Sergei Kraule and members of the Belarussian MCF “Faith and Honor” Fellowship; that they 

would seek opportunities to work more closely with pastors and ministers of Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox 

churches to bring the Good News of Jesus Christ to military cadets, as well as to members of the Belarussian 

military and police forces. 

 

Thank you for your prayers and support! 

 

Gratefully in Christ, 

 

 

 

 

DICK BARNES (ACCTS) 

e-mail:  richardhbarnes@cs.com 


